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ALCOHOL AND DRUG USE

The Corporation is committed to conunuous errorts to identify and eliminate or

manage safety risks associated with its activities.

Accordingly, the Corporation's policy is to:

- design and maintain facilities, establish management systems, provide training

and conduct operations in a manner that safeguards people and property;

- respond quickly, effectively, and with care to emergencies or accidents resulting

ffrom its operations, cooperating with industry organizations and authorized

government agencies;

- comply with all applicable laws and regulations, and apply responsible standards

where laws and regulations do not exist,

- stress to all employees, contractors, and others working on its behalf their

responsibility and accountability for safe performance on the job and encourage

safe behavior off the job:

- unde- undertake appropriate reviews and evaluations of its operations to measure

progress and to ensure compliance with this policy.

SAFETY

Corporation is committed to a safe, healthy, and productive workplace for all

employees. The Corporation recognizes that alcohol, drug, or other substance

abuse by employees will impair their ability to perform properly and will have

serious adverse effects on the safety, efficiency and productivity of other employees

 and the Corporation as a whole. The misuse of legitimate drugs, or theuse, 

possession, distribution or sale of illicit or un-prescribed controlled drugs on

ccompany business or premises, is strictly prohibited and is grounds for termination.

Possession, use, distribution, or sale of alcoholic beverages on company premises

is not allowed without prior approval of appropriate senior management. Being

unt for work because of use of drugs or alcohol is strictly prohibited and is grounds 

for termination of employment. While this policy refers specically to alcohol and 

drugs, it is intended to apply to inhalants and all other forms of substance abuse.
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Corporate may conduct unannounced searches for drugs and alcohol on compary

owned or controlled property. The Corporation may also require emoloyees to 

submit to medical evaluation or alcohol and drug testing where cause exists to 

suspect alcohol or drug use, including workplace incidents, Unannounced periodic 

or random testing will be conducted when an employee meets any one of the 

following conditions: has had a substance abuse problem or is working in a 

designdesignated position identiad by management, a position where testine is required 

by law, or a specied executive position. A positive test result or refusal to submit to 

a drug or alcohol test is grounds for disciplinary action. Including termination.

Contractor, common carer, and vendor personnel are also covered by paragraph

one and the search provisions of paragraph four of this policy. 

Those who violate the policy will be removed from company premises and may be 

denied future entry. In addition to the above policy, it is a requirement of the 

CCorporation that all apolicants accepting offers of regular employment must pass 

a drug test.

HARASSMENT IN THE WORKPLACE

Corporation prohibits any form of harassment in any company workplace. The

obiective of this policy is to provide a work environment that faster mutual

employee respect and working relationships free of harassment. 

The Corporation specically prohibits any form of harassment by or toward 

employees, contractors, suppliers, or customers.

Under the Corporation's policy, harassment is ay inappropriate conduct which has

the purthe purpose or effect of

creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment

unreasonably interfering with an individual's work performance; or

Affecting an Individual's employment opportunity.

Harassment will not be tolerated. Forms of harassment include, but are not limited

to, unweloome verbal or physical advances and sexually, racially, or otherwise

derogatory or discriminatory materials, statements, or remarks. 

AAll employees, including supervisors and managers, will be subject to disciplinary 

action up to and including termination for a my act of harassment. 3
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Individuals who believe they have been subjected to harassment should 

immediately report the incident to their supervisor, higher management, or their 

designated

Human Resources contact. All complaints will be promptly and thoroughly

investigated. 

The Corporation will treat such complaints as condentially as possible, releasing 

ininformation only to those with a need or right to know.

Any employee or supervisor who observes or becomes aware of harassment should

immediately advise their supervisor, higher management, or their designated 

Human Resources contact. No employee should assume that the Corporation is 

aware of a problem. 

All complaints and concerns should be brought to management's or Human 

Resources' attention so that steps can be taken to correct them.

No retaliation will be taken against any employee because he or she reports 

a problem concerning possible acts of harassment. Employees can raise concerns 

and make reports without fear of reprisal. 

Questions about what constitutes harassing behavior should be directed to the 

employee's supervisor or Human Resources .
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